
---Staff Area= Facility for staff to submit CL/DL 

 

 

 

 

 

Institutional Distinctiveness 
Reaching to the expectations both of the Central Government as well as the students belonging to 
the local rural area, S.D. Arts and B.R. Commerce College, Mansa, has taken an initiative in 
technology-enabled spirit of higher education in the rural belt of North Gujarat. The college 
website was launched long back in 2008. Now, the students have Tablets in their hands provided 
by the State Government. They have mobiles too. The new generation is obviously techno-savvy. 
The new generation must be encouraged for building career with the help of technology, else 
technology may also lead them astray. And here the higher educational institute can play a key 
role for the students. The need, now, was to launch a Mobile App which can unify all 
stakeholders. Therefore, the college has launched a Mobile App named “Mansa College” in 2018 
which serves the need of all—the principal, the faculty and the students. For coordination and 
communication between the principal and the faculty as well as among the members of the 
faculty, this Mobile App plays a significant role as it unifies all stakeholders for easy and instant 
communication. The principal can make new announcement or post news related to higher 
education in this App. The faculty can submit their leave application in the App for the approval 
from the principal. The faculty can also submit Timetable, syllabus, Question Papers, study 
material and video lectures for the students. Thus, the App is mainly student-centric. The greatest 
benefit of the App is that the students of the rural belt of North Gujarat, belonging mainly from 
farming community, use technology in study and enthusiastically communicate with the 
principal and the faculty. The combination of Tablets and College App creates wonder in 
unifying the principal, the faculty and mainly the students. The stakeholders can submit their 
feedback and suggestions through the App.  The facility of Online Quiz is also there in the App. 
There is also a separate section of Events in which various college events are announced. The 
Mobile App, on the whole, centralizes all and also helps the principal in participative 
management. The main features and sections of the App are as follow: 
----Posts= New events/news pertaining to institution or higher education 
---Messages= Facility for internal communication 
---Quiz= Opportunity for students to enrich their General Knowledge 
---Assignment= Opportunity for students to submit their assignments in soft copy 
---Timetable= Facility for students to know their lectures/ schedule in the institution  
---Video Lecture= Facility for students to enrich their knowledge in core and elective subjects. 
---Events= Opportunity for students to participate in events and to know college activities 
---Photo Gallery= A reflection of events and themes 
---Study Material= To enrich knowledge of students. 
---Question Papers= A reflection of question-pattern for students 
---Feedback= Facility to share and submit views/opinions of stakeholders 


